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Any company using .NET will eventually (if it hasn't already) expose part of  its functionality as a .NET Web service, and securing these features will become  job number one. Completely up to date for the latest version of Visual Studio  .NET, Expert Web Services Security in the .NET Platform is a  comprehensive treatment on how to secure Web services on the .NET platform. This  book specifically focuses on Web services security, not general .NET security.  

Authors Brian Nantz and Laurence Moroney lay the foundation for a complete  discussion of Web services security in the .NET platform by first describing the  key aspects of security for the Windows operating system, Internet Information  Services, and ASP.NET. They show developers how to use the WS-Security W3C  specifications for industry-standard authentication, encryption, authorization,  XML signature, attachments, and routing with Web services. The specific working  code examples and clear-cut explanations will assist developers in readily  integrating Web services security into their applications.
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Cyber Security and Global Information Assurance: Threat Analysis and Response SolutionsInformation Science Publishing, 2009
The increasing societal dependence on information technology has pushed cyber-security to the forefront as one of the most urgent challenges facing the global community.
Cyber-Security and Global Information Assurance: Threat Analysis and Response Solutions provides a valuable resource for academicians and practitioners by...
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Ant Developer's HandbookSams Publishing, 2002
Ant has emerged as the preferred building tool for Java developers, automating tedious compilation, test, and code management.  Many Java developers are aware of Ant but there is little documentation to assist in getting started with the Ant tool.  Even experienced developers who already use some of the features of the Ant tool, struggle with the...
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Core JSTL: Mastering the JSP™ Standard Tag LibraryPrentice Hall, 2002
Using JSTL, software developers and Web page authors can create  robust, flexible Web applications more quickly and easily than ever before. Now,  best-selling author and JSTL expert David Geary presents the definitive guide to  JSTL: its built-in tags, powerful expression language, and extensibility.  Through practical examples...
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Photoshop Finishing TouchesPeachpit Press, 2006
If you're primarily interested in finishing touches--the million  creative ways you can use your favorite software to improve, polish,  and add pizzazz to your images--this is the book for you! The first  book devoted exclusively to the topic, Finishing Touches for Photoshop  CS2 offers a treasure chest of creative finishing techniques. With...
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The Autobiography of Malcolm X: As Told to Alex HaleyBallantine Books, 1992
Malcolm X's searing memoir belongs on the small shelf of great autobiographies. The reasons are many: the blistering honesty with which he recounts his transformation from a bitter, self-destructive petty criminal into an articulate political activist, the continued relevance of his militant analysis of white racism, and his emphasis on...
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The World Cookbook for Students (Five Volumes)Greenwood Press, 2006

	The student body in the United States is ever more diverse, and librarians have a major new resource to help them with the frequent requests from students who have assignments that include finding ethnic recipes. This 5-volume cookbook set is directly related to the middle school and high school multicultural curricula. It will be the source...
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